No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998 and aerial photographs.
History
According to the previous documentation, the Pomme de Terre Roadside Parking Area was originally
established in 1935 by the MHD in cooperation with the Works Progress Administration (WPA), with the
development of a picnic and camping areas associated with the nearby dam, also constructed by the WPA.
A gravel loop drive on the east bank of the Pomme de Terre provided access to the site’s eastern picnic
areas and poured concrete fireplaces. The dam crossed the river between the east bank and the west
bank, where an additional picnic area, wading pool with dams on both ends, and a footbridge were
located. This picnic area was accessed via a second drive, which closed prior to 1998. Interventions were
made in 1960, including the construction of two plywood privies with shed roofs. Concrete picnic tables
were added in 1990. Undated photographs on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit, likely from circa
2000, document the removal of the privies and the construction of a concrete-block vault toilet building.
Description
The 1998 documentation indicates that nearly all of the structures once present on the site have been
removed. Current aerial photographs show that while remnants of the western entrance drive may still
be present in a deteriorated state, only the eastern portion of the site remains accessible. The looping
drive is paved, and a small parking area is located on the northeast side near its south end. From this
parking lot, a walkway extends northeast to the circa-2000 toilet building. The current status of any picnic
tables cannot be determined due to the scale of the aerial photographs.
Evaluation
Within the 1950-1975 context, the Pomme de Terre Roadside Parking Area would be evaluated as an
existing roadside property improved in 1960. Because, however, all the elements added in 1960, i.e., the
privies, were removed, the property no longer retains this association.
Recommendation
Because the Pomme de Terre Roadside Parking Area no longer retains elements associated with
improvements carried out in 1960, i.e., the privies, the property should not be evaluated under the 19501975 context. The property remains not eligible for its pre-1950 associations under the 1920-1960
context.

6.1.26 Hewitt Roadside Parking Area (TO-HEW-012)
In Hewitt
Todd County
The site was previously evaluated for listing in the NRHP within the 1920-1960 context and found to be
not eligible due to loss of integrity.
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No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998.
History
The Hewitt Roadside Parking Area was established in 1936 and constructed in cooperation with the WPA.
It was built within a triangular parcel southeast of the intersection of THs 71 and 210. The wayside rest
was accessed via a short, curved drive ending in a parking area, the northeast edge of which formed a
convex curve, and the northwest edge of which formed a concave curve. Elements of the rest built at that
time included a concrete dam on the Wing River, a stone springhouse, stone and concrete picnic tables, a
stone council ring, four stone fireplaces, a pair of stone entrance pylons, and footpaths. Plantings are
indicated on the plans for the rest, but it cannot be confirmed that these were carried out.
Sometime between circa 1940 and 1960, a swing set was installed in the eastern portion of the park. Circa
1960, a concrete-block pit-toilet building was constructed at the rest, and circa 1978, the Hewitt Lions
Club built a picnic shelter. Both of these elements were built near the parking area. A flagpole was
installed just northeast of the parking area circa 1960 or later. A wooden sign with the message “Hewitt
Welcomes You,” was installed near the TH 71 shoulder sometime prior to 1998.
Description
Based on the 1998 documentation and aerial photographs, the access drive has been widened and the
parking area substantially elongated. The remaining features at the site are the 1936 dam, stone
springhouse, and stone and concrete picnic tables; the toilet building; the Lions Club picnic shelter; the
swing set; the flagpole; and the wooden sign. The toilet building is a rectangular plan, gabled-roof,
concrete-block toilet building with separated men’s and women’s facilities. The open picnic shelter has a
low-pitched gabled-roof structure supported by 10 metal poles.
Evaluation
The Hewitt Roadside Parking Area, as a property improved circa 1960, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
The elements introduced to the site within the 1950-1975 context period do not constitute a major
rehabilitation, nor was a revised, cohesive site design undertaken at that time. Taken alone, the toilet
building does not represent high artistic value or the distinctive characteristics of a type. No other
information related to the history of this site suggests its significance under Criterion A. The property is
recommended as not eligible due to lack of significance. The site therefore does not meet the revised
registration requirements for significance.
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Recommendation
Due to a lack of significance, the Hewitt Roadside Parking Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP under
the 1950-1975 context. The property remains not eligible for its pre-1950 associations under the 19201960 context.

6.1.27 Bolles Mill Historical Marker (WA-AFC-035)
E side of TH 95 800' S of Valley Branch Creek
Washington County
The site was previously evaluated for listing in the NRHP within the 1920-1960 context and found to be
not eligible because it did not meet context registration requirements.
No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998.
History
The Bolles Mill Historical Marker site was developed by the MHD in 1959 to consist of a concrete curblined parking area, a stone historical marker, and a sidewalk running along the front of the marker
adjacent to the curbing on the east side of the parking area.
Description
The site consists of an asphalt parking area off of TH 95 just north of Afton. At the center of the parking
area is a historical marker mounted on a limestone lectern-style pedestal flanked by two stone benches.
The text on the plaque describes the first flour mill established in the area by Lemuel Bolles. The site was
conveyed to Washington County in 2004, according to MnDOT Site Development Unit files.
Evaluation
The Bolles Mill Historical Marker, as a property constructed in 1959, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
The simple site does not represent the high national standards for roadside properties of the period, such
as emphasis on scenic quality or safety, specialized circulation patterns, or traveler amenities. The site
therefore does not meet the revised registration requirements for significance.
Recommendation
The Bolles Mill Historical Marker is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a lack of significance.
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6.1.28 Marine on St. Croix Roadside Parking Area (WA-MXC-015)
E side of TH 95 just S of the Jct of TH 95 & CSAH 7
Washington County
The site was previously evaluated for listing in the NRHP within the 1920-1960 context and found to be
not eligible because it did not meet context registration requirements. The roadside property is a noncontributing property within the NRHP-listed Marine on St. Croix Historic District.
History
Circa 1953, the Marine on St. Croix Roadside Parking Area was developed and a stone historical marker
with a bell installed there by the MHD. A second historical marker, one with a millstone, dates to 1950; it
is therefore surmised that it was in place prior to the development of the rest or moved there around the
time the rest was under development. Access to the site was off of TH 95 via a drive that ran around the
outer edge of the site, where it also intersected Judd Street, or using Maple Street, which bisects the site
into northern and southern halves. A parking area was located adjacent to the west side of the drive in
the south portion of the rest and surrounded on the north, west, and south by a guardrail of concrete
posts joined by cables. Walkways were located from Maple Street to the parking area and in front of the
bell historical marker. Numerous trees were planted throughout the site, and lilacs were planted at the
northeastern and southeastern corners of the south portion of the site.
As of 1961, two picnic tables, a well, a fireplace, and a picnic grill were present in the wayside rest. The
well, fireplace, and picnic grill were removed sometime prior to 1998. A gazebo was constructed in the
north half of the site, but the previous documentation does not indicate in what year. A flagpole was
installed just a few feet southeast of the bell historical marker circa 1980.
Description
This site runs adjacent and parallel to TH 95 in the city of Marine on St. Croix (Figure 86). In the southern
portion, the drive, paved in asphalt, and a concrete sidewalk also run parallel to the highway, and are
approached via Judd Street. The mostly open lawn contains the two historical markers, the flagpole, picnic
tables, and scattered trees. The stone millstone marker is a lectern-style limestone marker (Figure 87).
The text of the metal plaque describes the use of millstones in Marine on St. Croix. On the marker’s back
side, behind the slanted plaque surface, are two millstones encased in concrete. The stone bell marker is
surrounded by a concrete pad and is also of the lectern style, although much taller than the typical model
(Figure 88). Small stone benches flank the slanted plaque surface, and a large bell is mounted on top. The
text of the plaque addresses the first commercial sawmill in Minnesota. The gazebo is still located within
the south portion, nestled amongst a cluster of trees.
Evaluation
The Marine on St. Croix Roadside Parking Area, as a property constructed during the 1950s, was reevaluated using the revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
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Figure 86. Marine on St. Croix RPA, Site, Facing NE

Figure 87. Marine on St. Croix RPA, Historical marker, Facing NW
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Figure 88. Marine on St. Croix RPA, Historical marker, Facing W

Significance
The simple site does not represent the high national standards for roadside properties of the period, such
as emphasis on scenic quality or safety, specialized circulation patterns, or traveler amenities, and
therefore does not convey historic significance within this context. The stone markers do not demonstrate
a high standard of craftsmanship or design. No other information related to the history of this site suggests
its significance under Criterion A. The site therefore does not meet the revised registration requirements
for significance.
Recommendation
The Marine on St. Croix Roadside Parking Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a lack of
significance.
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6.1.29 Tamarack House Historical Marker (Stillwater) (WA-SWT-714)
W side of TH 95 .3 mi S of Jct of TH 95 & TH 96
Washington County
The site was previously evaluated for listing in the NRHP within the 1920-1960 context and found to be
not eligible because it did not meet context registration requirements.
History
The Tamarack House Historical Marker site was developed in 1954 to consist of a pull-off parking area
adjacent to the base of a limestone bluff, upon the wall of which was mounted an aluminum historical
plaque. The bluff wall once formed the rear edifice of the 1860s Knipps Brewery. According to the 1998
documentation, the pull-off was likely originally surfaced with gravel.
Description
The historical marker site remains as constructed in the 1950s, except that the pull-off is now paved with
asphalt (Figure 89).
Evaluation
The Tamarack House Historical Marker, as a property developed in 1954, was re-evaluated using the
revised registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
As a site that simply consists of a highway pull-off and a plaque mounted on an existing wall, it lacks
complexity in design and construction, and does not reflect the national standards for roadside
development promoted between 1950 and 1967. The site therefore does not meet the revised
registration requirements for significance as a roadside property.
Recommendations
The Tamarack House Historical Marker is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a lack of significance.
As noted in the previous documentation, potential for archaeological resources related to the brewery
may be present and would require investigation within another historic context.
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Figure 89. Tamarack House Historical Marker, from MnDOT Site Development Unit files

6.1.30 Stillwater Boomsite Rest Area (St. Croix Boomsite Roadside Parking Area) (WA-SWT004)
1.2 mi N of Jct TH 96
Washington County
The Stillwater Boomsite Rest Area was previously documented and evaluated for the NRHP within the
1920-1960 context. The site was initially developed in the 1930s using National Youth Administration labor
and then extensively redeveloped in the 1960s by the addition of a toilet building, picnic shelter, tables
and benches. The previous evaluation concluded that the site was not eligible for the NRHP due to the
addition of the 1960s structures and ensuing loss of historic integrity.
The roadside property is located within the boundaries of the St. Croix Boomsite, a property listed in the
NRHP and designated as a National Historic Landmark. The roadside property (WA-SWT-004) is a noncontributing property to the historic landmark.
History
This roadside property was established as part of an extensive roadside development in the Stillwater
area built between 1935 and 1939 (WA-SWT-004, Gemini Research 1998). At this site, labor provided
through the National Youth Administration constructed several features including stone walls, council
rings, trail steps and a historical marker. In 1969, the architecture firm TKDA of St. Paul provided designs
for additional structures, including a lavatory building placed at the south end of the north unit and a
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footbridge joining the two units (Plans on file at MnDOT Site Development Unit). These structures were
constructed by the MHD by 1970. Other features are believed to have been added at that time, including
benches near the toilet building, a drinking fountain, picnic tables, and well. Circa 1991, a picnic shelter
similar in design to the toilet building was added to the site (WA-SWT-004, Gemini Research 1998, on file
at the Minnesota SHPO). Sometime after 2000, the toilet building and picnic shelter were demolished.
Description
This roadside complex is on the east side of TH 95 north of Stillwater and along the western bank of the
St. Croix River. The road and the wayside sit atop a bluff over the St. Croix River valley. While parking areas
and facilities, such as fire rings, are near the roadway, paths and stairs lead pedestrians down the bluff to
the river’s shoreline. The site has three entrance points from the highway leading to two separate parking
areas. A pedestrian bridge across a ravine joins the two areas.
The previous documentation (Gemini Research 1998) recorded the following structures as dating from
the 1960s: the toilet building, benches, drinking fountain, footbridge, capped well, picnic tables, and picnic
shelters (Figure 90). Most of these structures are no longer extant, having been demolished sometime
after 2000. The only extant structures dating from the 1960s are three circular concrete picnic tables with
benches and the footbridge. The principal structures of the toilet building and the picnic shelter are no
longer extant (Figures 91 and 92).
The picnic tables are standardized, permanent pieces consisting of a pedestal table with a round concrete
slab surrounded by three arced concrete benches. The footbridge crosses a ravine between the north and
south units (Figure 93). It is 5’ wide and 56’ long. The concrete deck is supported by three steel girders. A
chain-link fence provides fall protection for pedestrians.
Several other elements dating from the 1930s remain on the site, including a historical marker, stone
council rings and overlook walls.
Evaluation
Within the 1950-1975 context, the Stillwater Boomsite Rest Area would be evaluated as a Class I rest area
substantially rehabilitated in 1969 using Federal Highway Beautification funds. Per the registration
requirements, in Class I rest areas, the toilet building constitutes an essential physical feature. Because
the toilet building has been removed, the rest area would not be eligible under the 1950-1975 context.
Recommendation
Based on the loss of the 1969 toilet building in this Class I facility, the Stillwater Boomsite Rest Area is not
eligible under the 1950-1975 context. The property remains not eligible for its pre-1950 associations
under the 1920-1960 context.
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Figure 90. WA-SWT-004, Picnic Table (c. 1969) and Council Ring (c. 1938), Facing SE

Figure 91. WA-SWT-004, Toilet Building (Not Extant), c. 2000 (MnDOT Site Development Unit files)
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Figure 92. WA-SWT-004, Site of Former Toilet Building, Facing S

Figure 93. WA-SWT-004, Footbridge, Facing S
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6.1.31 Dustin Memorial Wayside (WR-MDL-004)
N side of TH 12 0.6 mi E of CSAH 5
Wright County
The site was previously evaluated for listing in the NRHP within the 1920-1960 context and found to be
not eligible because it did not meet context registration requirements, including the fifty-year age
criterion.
No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998 and aerial photographs.
History
The site is believed to have been established by the MHD in 1963, but was soon transferred to the Wright
County Parks system. At the time of the 1998 documentation, the site consisted of a semi-circular drive
forming a grassy island. At the apex of the drive stood a smooth rectangular historical marker formed
from two slabs of granite with a bronze plaque entitled “The Dustin Massacre” (of the 1862 U.S.-Dakota
War). The site also included a small, inscribed boulder marker that was moved to the site circa 1989, a
wooden marker, and a circa-1970s picnic shelter. As of 1998, the wayside was being acquired by MnDOT
as part of the TH 12 reconstruction program. Based on satellite imagery, this site was extensively
reconfigured from its earlier plan by 2003.
Description
The site now has a single entry into a “P” shaped parking area. At its center is a landscaped island, which
contains the granite marker. Three small picnic shelters are located on the east side of the site.
Evaluation
The Dustin Memorial Wayside, as a property developed in 1963, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
Significance
Due to the extensive reconfiguration of the site, the only remaining feature from the 1963 site design is
the granite historical marker. The marker, although of a unique design that incorporates indigenous stone
material, does not display outstanding craftsmanship or design skill. The site therefore does not meet the
revised registration requirements for significance as a roadside property.
Recommendation
The Dustin Memorial Wayside is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to a lack of significance.
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6.2 EVALUATION OF NEWLY RECORDED PROPERTIES
The Principal Investigator selected a sample of 12 roadside properties not previously recorded in other
surveys to survey and evaluate for NRHP eligibility using the registration requirements for Minnesota
Trunk Highway Roadside Properties: 1950-1975 (Table 3). None of the 12 properties are currently eligible
for NRHP listing. Three properties, the Oak Lake Rest Area (PL-KNU-001), Otter Tail Lake Rest Area (OTOTT-003), and Manitou Rapids Rest Area (KC-UOG-114) were recommended as meeting registration
requirements for significance and integrity but have not met the 50-year threshold; these properties are
recommended as eligible for NRHP listing when they reach the 50-year mark if they retain their historic
integrity.
Table 3. Newly Recorded Properties
Name

SHPO No.

Route

Location Description

Approximate
Construction
Date

Evaluation
Recommendation

Bad Medicine Lake

BK-RLK-005

MN 113

24.0 mi E of Waubon

1971

Not Eligible

Shingobee Bay

CA-SGB-057

MN 371

3.0 mi E of Walker

1969

Not Eligible

Walker

CA-SGB-058

MN 371

4 mi N of Walker

Pre 1975

Not Eligible

Zumbrota

GD-ZBC-066

US 52

S limits of Zumbrota

1961

Not Eligible

Loman

KC-UOG-113

MN 11

Pre 1975

Not Eligible

Manitou Rapids

KC-UOG-114

MN 11

23.0 mi W of International
Falls
3.0 mi E of Manitou

1969

Not Eligible;
assess after
years old

Blomkest

KH-RSE-005

MN 7

1.0 mi E of Blomkest

1974

Not Eligible

Clementson

LW-CLE-002

MN 11

At Clemenston City

c. 1970

Not Eligible

Motley

MO-MOV-005

MN 210

in Motley

Pre 1975

Not Eligible

Otter Tail Lake

OT-OTT-003

MN 78

12.0 mi N of Battle Lake

1969

Not Eligible;
assess after
years old

re50

Oak Lake

PL-KNU-001

US 2

1.0 mi E of jct. TH 59

1972

Not Eligible;
assess after
years old

re50

Lengby

PL-LGC-005

US 2

2.0 mi N of Lengby

1974

Not Eligible
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6.2.1 Bad Medicine Lake (BK-RLK-005)
TH 113, 24.0 mi E of Waubun
Becker County
History
Little information is known about the Bad Medicine Lake wayside, and no plans are on file at the MnDOT
Site Development Unit. According to the MnDOT Site Development Unit database, the site was
constructed in 1971. The site appears on the 1975 listing of Minnesota safety rest areas (“24 mi. E. of
Waubun”) as providing tables, toilet, water, boat launch and a fireplace. Undated photographs from the
MnDOT Site Development Unit files show the presence of a concrete-block toilet building; this building is
no longer extant. Photographs dated 1990 show the addition of the Bad Medicine Lake historic plaque.
Description
The Bad Medicine Lake Rest Area is located on the south side of TH 113 and on the north shore of Bad
Medicine Lake, about 24 miles east of Waubon. The simple pull-off site offers views of Bad Medicine Lake
via a wide, bituminous parking area accessed from TH 113 in two locations (Figure 94). A grassy median
separates the parking area from the highway. An asphalt-paved sidewalk with a concrete curb lines the
north edge of the parking area, beyond which a series of wood bollards linked by cables separates the
walkway from the grassy slope leading to the lake shore. At the center of the sidewalk is a metal historicalmarker plaque on a concrete post entitled “Bad Medicine Lake.” The marker is surrounded by a small
concrete platform with a semicircular fieldstone wall (much of it missing) (Figure 95). The text of the sign,
erected by the residents of Bad Medicine Lake and dated 1985, describes the historical and natural
features of the lake and the region’s timber history. A modern, granite bench bearing the names “Frances
& Carol Leopold” is placed near the lake shore west of the historic plaque. A boat launch is provided west
of the wayside, accessed by a separate entrance. It consists of a loop drive, a boat ramp and a small dock
(Figure 96). A picnic table is placed between the boat launch and wayside.
Evaluation
Significance
The Bad Medicine Lake Rest Area, constructed circa 1971, was evaluated for NRHP eligibility using the
registration requirements established within the context of “Minnesota Trunk Highway Roadside
Properties, 1950-1975.” Although sited to take advantage of the views from the north end of Bad
Medicine Lake, this simple wayside lacks the complexity of the design to be considered as a property
meeting the standards representing the distinctive characteristics of type, the work of a master, or high
artistic values of its historic context and therefore does not meet the significance requirements under
Criterion C. The property has no known important associations with significant events that would meet
Criterion A requirements.
Recommendation
The Bad Medicine Lake Rest Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to its lack of significance.
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Figure 94. BK-RLK-005, Parking Area, Facing W

Figure 95. BK-RLK-005, Historical Marker, Facing W
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Figure 96. BK-RLK-005, Boat Launch, Facing S

6.2.2 Shingobee Bay Rest Area (CA-SGB-057)
TH 371, 3.0 mi E of Walker
Cass County
History
Plans for the Shingobee Bay Rest Area were finalized in April 1969 and signed by William H. Mueller,
engineer (Figure 97). The site was likely constructed that summer. The original plans called for an unusual,
bifurcated site with two driveway loops, one on the east side and one on the west (Figure 98). The plans
included a vault-toilet building with concrete-block walls and a “bonnet”-style roof. A well with a hand
pump was placed on the west side of the west loop. Picnic tables were placed in three locations around
the east loop. Photographs on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit (estimated date in the 1990s)
indicate that the property was developed largely according to plan. A usage study of the site was
conducted by MHD Environmental Services during five days in July of 1971. The survey recorded 238
vehicles entering the site: 30.1 percent stated the purpose was to use the restroom, while 25.5 percent
reported their purpose was to eat, and 22.6 percent just to rest. The average length of stay was 15
minutes. There is no report of visitors using a boat launch, and the original plans show no indication of a
boat launch incorporated into the site. By 1975, when the site was listed in the directory of Minnesota
rest areas (“3-miles east of Walker”), a boat launch was among its amenities, in addition to tables, toilet,
water, and facilities for the handicapped.
Since 1975, the Shingobee Bay Rest Area has been significantly altered, apparently completed in the
2010s. The original toilet building has been removed and replaced with a portable unit. In addition, the
circulation system for the west loop has been entirely reconfigured, removing the small island and forming
new parking systems. While the east loop remains largely intact, its three picnic table sites and foot path
have been removed, as well as some additional reconfiguration to accommodate handicap parking.
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Figure 97. CA-SGB-057, Site Plan, 1969

Figure 98. CA-SGB-057, Aerial View of Original Configuration (n.d., MnDOT Roadside Property Unit)

Description
The Shingobee Bay Rest Area is located on the south side of TH 371 and is approached by Shingobee Bay
Road (Figure 99). The east driveway loop is U-shaped with separate entrances off of Shingobee Bay Road
and nears the edge of Shingobee Bay, a small bay off of Leech Lake. This small, bituminous drive expands
for two parking areas on the exterior of its perimeter, and one on its interior. Large boulders are placed
along the edge of the drive near the lake. The island formed by the driveway has a mown lawn with
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Figure 99. CA-SGB-057, East Loop and Shingobee Bay Road, Facing S

deciduous shade trees (Figure 100). The west loop has been recently reconstructed. It consists of an
oblong driveway leading to a boat launch at the lake. The bituminous drive is dominated by angled parking
with a concrete curb median. At the southwest end of the parking area is a portable toilet structure
protected by chain-link fencing (Figures 101 and 102).
Evaluation
Significance
The Shingobee Bay Rest Area, constructed c. 1969, was evaluated for NRHP eligibility using the registration
requirements established within the context of “Minnesota Trunk Highway Roadside Properties, 19501975.” The Shingobee Bay Rest Area demonstrates an innovative approach to site design and possesses
four important characteristics of non-Class I waysides in the late 1960s. The site was selected for its access
to, and views of, the Shingobee Bay, and for its scenic wooded site with a rock outcropping. The property’s
site plan and circulation system were uniquely adapted to the site. Separated by Shingobee Bay Road, the
plan offers visitors access to two aspects of Shingobee Bay to offer not only visitor safety and comfort,
but also enjoyment of the area’s inherent natural qualities. The complex circulation pattern is evident by
the two loops, appearing to represent different aspects of the rest area’s purpose. The east loop, with
small parking areas and views of the lake, offers picnic table sites with a variety of accesses and vistas:
near the parking areas, within the shaded loop island, and atop a wooded knoll with views to the bay. The
west loop, on the other hand, features a more functional aspect, with a line of parking spaces near the
restroom, and loop drive for easy return to the highway. The boat launch appears to have been added
later. Traveler comfort was accommodated by the concrete-block toilet building and shaded picnic tables.
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Figure 100. CA-SGB-057, East Loop, Facing N

Figure 101. CA-SGB-057, West Loop, Facing S
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Figure 102. CA-SGB-057, West Loop, Boat Launch and Portable Toilet Structure, Facing NW

The property meets the significance requirements under Criterion C as a significant representation of the
distinctive characteristics of a type and period. The site does not demonstrate the work of a master or
important methods of construction or design. The property has no known important associations with
significant events that would meet Criterion A requirements.
The property’s period of significance is the year of its completion, circa 1969. Its boundaries conform to
the developed roadside area between TH 371 and Shingobee Bay. The essential physical features include
the circulation system of the two loop drives east and west of Shingobee Bay Road, the defined parking
areas, the picnic sites, the lake setting, and the concrete-block toilet building.
Integrity
The Shingobee Bay Rest Area integrity of location and setting are good, and it retains its close relationship
to the adjacent lake and two-lane highway. Similarly, the property’s integrity of association remains strong
as it continues to serve as an active wayside. Workmanship was not an aspect of integrity important for
this site. The integrity of design is altered, particularly on the western side, where the circulation system
has been fully reconfigured by removing the small traffic island and forming new parking areas. The loss
of the toilet building and the amendment of the boat launch, and minor changes to the eastern side, such
as the removal of the three picnic sites and footpath, have also diminished the integrity of design.
Although replaced with in-kind material, the existing roadways are constructed of new materials resulting
in diminished integrity of material. While many features of the site contribute to the integrity of feeling,
such as its location on the two-lane highway and lake, the integrity of feeling is diminished by the removal
of the original toilet building and replacement by a portable unit, the reconfiguration of parking, and the
replacement of many of the road surfacing materials. Taken together, the site’s compromised integrity of
design, material, and feeling to the essential physical features diminish its ability to convey its historic
significance.
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Recommendation
The Shingobee Bay Rest Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to its lack of integrity.

6.2.3 Walker Rest Area (CA-SGB-058)
TH 371, 4 mi N of Walker
Cass County
History
Little is known about the history of the Walker Rest Area. No plans are on file at the MnDOT Site
Development Unit. A 1975 directory of Minnesota safety rest areas records this site offering tables and a
toilet. Undated photographs of the site in MnDOT files (probably from the early 2000s) indicate a number
of changes to the site since that time, including the paving of the south loop, the removal of a privy, and
the removal of a fire grill and picnic table.
Description
The Walker Rest Area is located on the east side of Minnesota Highway 371, four miles north of Walker,
and on the west shore of Walker Bay of Leech Lake. It is separated from the highway by a thick stand of
trees and the Heartland State Trail. The site is accessed by a single driveway from MN 371, where a paved
loop extends to the south and a large graveled parking area extends to the north (Figures 103 and 104).
Principal features are a boat launch, picnic shelter, and information kiosk (Figures 105 and 106). The south
loop is lined by wood bollards and forms an island with concrete curbing at its center. A four-sided wood
timber post kiosk with wood shingle roof is placed within the island, and appears to no longer be used. A
boat launch facility is on the east side of the south loop. The large gravel area to the north is punctuated
by three small grass islands. East of the parking area stands a four-bay picnic shelter constructed of wood
timbers and trusses with a concrete floor and gabled roof. A hand pump is at the south end of the shelter.

Figure 103. CA-SGB-058, View to South Loop, Facing E
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Figure 104. CA-SGB-058, View to North Loop, Facing NE

Figure 105. CA-SGB-058, Kiosk, Facing S
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Figure 106. CA-SGB-058, Picnic Shelter, Facing NE

Evaluation
Significance
The Walker Rest Area, constructed circa 1970, was evaluated for NRHP eligibility using the registration
requirements established within the context of “Minnesota Trunk Highway Roadside Properties, 19501975.” Located on the shore of Walker Bay, the site does not exhibit the features that would meet the
registration requirements for significance. The site’s simple layout, while adjacent to the lake, does not
respond to its setting in a way that showcases or enhances the natural features in a complex or innovative
way, and its circulation pattern does not represent important safety improvements. The site lacks the
complexity of the design to be considered as a property meeting the standards representing the
distinctive characteristics of type, the work of a master, or high artistic values of its historic context and
therefore does not meet the significance requirements under Criterion C. Furthermore, many of the
principal features on the site, such as the toilet building, have been replaced in recent years. The property
has no known important associations with significant events that would meet Criterion A requirements.
Recommendation
The Walker Rest Area is not eligible for listing in the NRHP due to lack of significance.

6.2.4 Zumbrota Historical Marker (GD-ZBC-066)
TH 52 at the South Limits of Zumbrota
Goodhue County
History
No plans for this roadside property are on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit. According to the text
on the plaque of the site’s historical marker, the sign was dedicated on May 19, 1961, and its placement
was “made possible by the sale of gold tacks by a committee of the Zumbrota Civic and Commerce
Association with the cooperation of the Department of Highways and the Historical Society.” The
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placement of the wayside and marker was coordinated with the relocation of TH 62 and its expansion to
a divided highway that same year (MnDOT Construction Project Log Record, Control Section 2505, Sheet
2, accessed online at http://www.dot.state.mn.us/roadway/data/docs/projlog/county25/2505.pdf).
Undated photographs and video, probably dating to c. 2000, on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit
show the site before more recent redevelopment. These images document that a frontage road onto
which the marker originally faced to the west has been removed. A small parking area east of the site, as
well as a picnic table, water spigot, fireplace/grill, and additional trees are also no longer extant (Figure
107).
Description
The Zumbrota Historical Marker is situated at the northeast corner of the intersection of US Highway 52
and Minnesota Highway 58 on the south side of the city of Zumbrota. With the construction of the limited
access intersection at this location and the removal of frontage roads, the site is currently approached by
a concrete sidewalk linking to S. Main Street (TH 58) and E. 17th Street, at the location of a Super America
service station (Figure 108). The principal feature of the site is the stone lectern-style historical marker
with integral flanking benches (Figures 109 and 110). The random-laid limestone ashlar structure is capped
with Winona Travertine and stands on a concrete base. An aluminum plaque is attached to the sloped
podium structure which describes the history of Zumbrota and several historical features, including the
covered bridge, the First Congregational Church, and the Dubuque Trail, the latter upon which the marker
is said to rest. Two deciduous trees shade the area immediately around the marker, and a modern
welcome sign lists the churches of Zumbrota (Figure 111).

Figure 107. GD-ZBC-066, c. 2000, with Frontage Road (Not Extant)
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Figure 108. GD-ZBC-066, Site, Facing NW

Figure 109. GD-ZBC-066, Facing N
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